Ukrainian National Suzuki Association (UNSA)
Update 24 April 2022
Dear friends!
We really appreciate your support. We have now been able to resume lessons with our students.
This is very supportive of them. Below is information on financial expenses after April 12.
Financial aid for Ukrainian Suzuki teachers who were evacuated to Europe and stay in Ukraine:
- 6,500 UAH for Liudmyla Basovska (Suzuki violin teacher from Kyiv, now she is in Gdansk, Poland).
-5,100 UAH buying a piano for a Suzuki piano teacher Olha Shymova from Odesa who is in Romania
now.
- 6,500 UAH financial support for Liliia Burmii (Suzuki violin teacher from Ukrainka, Kyiv region).
- 4,000 UAH for Viktoriia Laptieva (Suzuki violin teacher from Lisichansk, Luhansk region; now she is
in Poland and trying to start her teaching practice there). She needs to buy violins for her new
students.
- 3,500 UAH for Monika (Mariia) Mamanova, Suzuki violin teacher, from Mukachevo, Transcarpatian
region. Her daughter's family lost their home in Kyiv due to the bombing and they need to buy a lot
of things.
- 6,500 UAH financial support for Oksana Barytska, Suzuki violin teacher from Chernivtsi.
- 6,500 UAH for Tetiana Surhan (Suzuki violin teacher from Sumy, now she is in the Lviv region).
We continue to buy pianos and violins for children who ended up in other regions of Ukraine or
abroad.
- 2,400 UAH buying a violin 1/4 for a student Mariia Pryimak from Kyiv who is in Germany now.
- 3,015 UAH buying a violin for a student Zlata Hudz from Kyiv who is in Croatia now.
-12,700 UAH buying a digital piano for three students from Kyiv - Artur, Aryna, Maryna Lebediv. Now
they live in the Transcarpathian region.
- 5,800 UAH buying 2 violins for students Olha Muzyka and Bohdana Demianchuk from the Lviv
region.
-3,015 UAH buying a violin 4/4 for a student Dziomba Andrii from Kherson. Now he lives in Ternopil
region.
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We have on my own bank accounts:
1,344 EUR and 48,418 UAH
We have in the UNSA bank account:
- 150,199 UAH (including 20,544 UAH was the money that was in the UNSA bank account before
war). We are gradually transferring money in currency to this hryvnia account).
- 11,612 GBP from ANNA SIBLEY (justgiving, gofundme British donation).
- 8,535 EUR
(including 701 EUR from BRAXTON TOBIE NEATE);
900 EUR from ITSUKO BARA, Australia for Donation Itsuko Bara and Bart Kenis Piano Studio in
Australia;
811 EUR from SUZUKI CELLO INSTITUTE AUSTRALIA;
600 EUR From DONOVAN GABRIELLE;
and other)
We are very grateful for your support! Ukraine will definitely survive! We are strong!
With faith in the best,
Nataliia Koptienkova,
Chair of UNSA.
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